Wave Velocity in the Upper Mantle below the Arctic-Atlantic Ocean and Northwest Europe
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INTRODUCTION

The structure of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge is characterized by a thin surface layer, probably of volcanic origin, overlying a thick layer with P-wave velocity about 7.4 km/sec (Ewing and Ewing 1959, Tryggvason 1961). In Iceland the structure is similar, but a layer of some 15 km thickness and with P-wave velocity about 6.7 km/sec lies between the two layers of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (Tryggvason 1959, Båth 1960). It is supposed that the structure of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge extends into the Arctic-Atlantic Ocean in the vicinity of the Mid-Atlantic-Arctic Seismic Belt.

The present paper aims to solve the problems about the thickness and horizontal extension of the 7.4-layer in the Arctic-Atlantic Ocean between Iceland and Spitzbergen, by use of refracted body waves from earthquakes in this region. Furthermore, the upper mantle velocity in northwest Europe is studied by using records of the same earthquakes.

EARTHQUAKES USED

For our purpose four relatively large earthquakes in the Arctic-Atlantic region are selected, and their epicenters and origin times determined as exactly as published observational data permit (ISS 1951, ISS 1952 and Bulletin Mensuel du Bureau Central International de Séismologie).

(*) On leave from Vedurstofan, Reykjavik, Iceland.
Only stations at distances greater than 20° are used in determining the epicenters, as at nearer stations, possible upper mantle anomalies may cause anomalous travel times for the body waves. The travel-time tables of Jeffreys and Bullen (1940) for surface focus are used. The determined epicenters and origin times of these earthquakes are given in Table I.

Table I – Earthquakes used in the present study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Origin time GMT</th>
<th>Epicenter</th>
<th>Assumed depth km</th>
<th>Magnitude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1951, June 6</td>
<td>16 10 47</td>
<td>71.4°N 10.1°W</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>(6 ½)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1952, Dec 10</td>
<td>05 58 05</td>
<td>71.0°N 6.8°W</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>(6 ½)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1958, Jan 23</td>
<td>13 35 03</td>
<td>65.2°N 6.8°E</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>(5 ½)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1959, Jan 29</td>
<td>23 24 31</td>
<td>71.0°N 7.2°E</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>(6 ½)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The travel times of the first arrived waves at near stations are plotted against epicentral distance in Fig. 1-4 by using a reduced time scale. The time scale is chosen such that the observations on the European continent at epicentral distances between 5° and 15° lie near a horizontal line on the figures. This is obtained by subtracting 13.3Δ sec from the observed travel time, where the distance Δ is measured in degrees of arc. The apparent velocity corresponding to a horizontal line on these figures is 8.36 km/sec.

Focal depth

The focal depth is of great importance in a study like this and should be exactly determined. The observed travel times of P-waves at epicentral distances greater than 20° do not indicate any appreciable focal depth.

For the earthquake of 1951, June 6, a depth of 60 km was suggested by U.S.C.G.S., Washington, and B.C.I.S., Strasbourg, and 50 km by J.S.A., St. Louis. These suggestions are obviously based on pP-P intervals as given by 18 seismograph stations (ISS 1951). If the depth of 60 km is true, the origin time is some 7 sec later than given in Table I (Jeffreys and Bullen 1940). Observations at near stations as Scoresby-
sund, Bergen and Uppsala are definitely too early for so late origin time (Fig. 1). Furthermore, surface waves were recorded with large amplitudes in relation to the body wave amplitudes, which indicates shallow focus (e.g. at Pasadena, local bulletin). For these reasons no suggestion is here made regarding the focal depth of this earthquake, but its origin time is tentatively based on the assumed depth of 10 km (Table 1).

The focal depth of the earthquake of 1952, December 10, cannot be determined by use of travel time data. No $pP$ are observed (ISS 1952). The $P$-waves at distances between 10° and 20° are usually somewhat later than for the earthquake of 1951, June 6 (Fig. 2), which indicates a greater focal depth. Large surface waves indicate shallow focus. The origin time given in Table 1 is based on the assumed depth of 10 km.
Data about the earthquakes of 1958, January 23, and 1959, January 29, are given in Bulletin Mensuel du B.C.I.S., Strasbourg, without any estimates of the focal depth. The observations at near stations, however, indicate deeper focus for the latter (Fig. 3 and 4). From the Jeffreys and Bullen (1940) tables for surface focus, we find the time intercept for branch c of the travel time curve to be 7.4 sec for the first against 11.4 sec for the latter earthquake. This difference can be explained by a difference of some 35 km in the focal depth, but it can also be explained by different upper mantle wave velocity in the vicinity of the epicenters. Tentatively, difference in focal depth is set to 20 km and the focal depth of the first is set to 10 km, which is only a rough estimate. The error in the focal depth, however, has small influence on the present result as regards the difference between continental and oceanic structure.

**Travel times of P waves**

Looking at Fig. 1-4 we clearly observe that the first arrivals at stations in Greenland and Iceland are delayed as compared with the European continent. Because of this we have constructed two different
travel time curves, shown on the figures, one representing the oceanic paths (branch \(a\) and \(b\)) and another representing continental paths (branch \(c\)).

The oceanic travel time curve is constructed from the observational data of the seismograph stations in Greenland, Iceland and Spitzbergen and a wave velocity of 7.4 km/sec (branch \(a\)) is assumed at short epicentral distances in agreement with previous observations. The apparent velocity of \(P\) waves between Scoresbysund and Reykjavik for the two first earthquakes (Fig. 1 and 2) is 7.47 and 7.11 km/sec respectively. This indicates that the apparent velocity of about 7.4 km/sec is valid for distances up to about 1000 km and that the origin times of these earthquakes are very near those given in Table I. The time intercept of the 7.4 branch is about 2 sec, a value expected for a focus in the 7.4-layer, if the crustal structure is as found in Iceland (Båth 1960). The observed arrival time of \(P\)-wave at Isfjord, 1959, January 29, agrees with the adopted travel time curve, branch \(a\) (Fig. 4).

Observations of \(P\) waves at Icelandic stations and at Nord, Greenland, from the earthquake of 1959, January 29, are too early for the branch \(a\) of the adopted travel time curve (Fig. 4). Unfortunately, the \(P\) phase was recorded at the end of the paper at Reykjavik. The \(P\)
arrival was probably somewhat (1 sec) earlier than the published value. The apparent velocity between Akureyri and Sida is 8.57 km/sec, between Akureyri and Reykjavik 8.04 (8.30) km/sec and between Sida and Reykjavik 7.39 (7.95) km/sec. The values in parentheses are the velocities if the time at Reykjavik is taken one sec earlier than the published value. This indicates an apparent velocity somewhat in excess of 8 km/sec at distances between 1200 and 1450 km from the epicenter. The observation at Nord agrees with the Icelandic stations. Branch b on Fig. 1, 2 and 4 represents an apparent velocity of 8.36 km/sec which is to be regarded as a maximum value for the velocity at 1200-1400 km epicentral distance. Because of the low number of observations the velocity cannot be determined accurately.

Observed arrival times of P waves from the two first earthquakes (Fig. 1 and 2), where the main part of the path is across the ocean (Aberdeen, Bergen, Durham and Kiruna) are too early for branch b, but this can be explained by the fact, that considerable portions of the paths are along continental structures. However, these observations together with observations at distances between 15° and 20° indicate, that branch b is not correctly represented by a straight line, but should
rather be curved and merge into branch $d$ at some $20^\circ$ to $22^\circ$ epicentral distance.

The continental travel time curve is well defined by observations of the two last earthquakes (Fig. 3 and 4) and is characterized by a constant apparent velocity, 8.36 km/sec, at distances between 500 and 2200 km (branch $c$). Branch $d$ at epicentral distances greater than $20^\circ$ (Fig. 1-4) is taken from Jeffreys and Bullen (1940) for surface focus. In Fig. 4 the time scale is moved two sec to account for greater focal depth. At distances between $15.5^\circ$ and $20^\circ$ the branch $d$ is drawn to be in accordance with a number of $P$ observations from the earthquakes of 1958, January 23, and 1959, January 29 (Fig. 3 and 4). Observed $P$ wave arrivals at distances greater than $20^\circ$ are usually near this curve. Some deviations are observed for the earthquake of 1959, January 29, where the apparent velocity at distances between $20^\circ$ and $25^\circ$ is somewhat smaller than given by the travel time curve, branch $d$ (Fig. 4). At greater distances the observations of this earthquake agree with the travel time curve of Jeffreys and Bullen (1940).

**Travel times of $S$ waves**

Shear waves from the earthquakes of 1958, January 23, and 1959, January 29, are clearly recorded at the Swedish stations at distances between $5^\circ$ and $13.5^\circ$. The apparent $S$-wave velocity is $4.73 \pm 0.12$ km/sec as computed from records of the latter earthquake and about $4.68$ km/sec for the first one. By excluding stations where the commencement of the $S$-waves is greatly disturbed by the preceding wave motion, we get an apparent $S$-wave velocity of $4.70 \pm 0.02$ km/sec across Sweden, with a time intercept of about 12 sec. This velocity is somewhat higher than found by Lehmann (1961) below the N. American and European continents.

For the oceanic paths, clear $S$-wave records are few. At Sida, 1959, January 29, we have a clear $S$ some 18 sec later than at the same distance along the continental paths. Faint $S$ waves with indefinite commencement are also recorded at Akureyri and Reykjavik from the same earthquake, but at Nord no trace of $S$-waves is seen on the vertical seismograph record, although the epicentral distance and the instrumentation is the same as at Sida. These few observations do not permit any determination of the $S$-wave travel-time curve across the Arctic-Atlantic Ocean.
Upper mantle structure

The observed travel times along oceanic paths (branch $a$ and $d$ on Fig. 1, 2 and 4) can be produced by crustal and upper mantle structure as follows (Fig. 5).

Below a crustal layer, assumed 10 km thick, there is a layer with $P$-wave velocity about 7.4 km/sec. This layer, if assumed homogeneous, is about 130 km thick. At a depth of 140 km the $P$-wave velocity jumps to some 8.2 km/sec at a surface here named the 7.4/8.2 discontinuity.

The accuracy of this picture is unfortunately low because of too few observations. The 7.4/8.2 discontinuity does not need to be sharp; a rapid increase in the velocity with depth will produce a similar travel time curve. The $P$-wave velocity just below the discontinuity is also inaccurate, probably not higher than 8.2 km/sec, but may be some 0.2 km/sec lower. This inaccuracy makes the depth of the 7.4/8.2 discontinuity also inaccurate, and the mentioned depth of 140 km should be regarded as a maximum depth, as it is computed on basis of the highest probable velocity below the discontinuity. The lowest probable depth of the 7.4/8.2 discontinuity is about 100 km.

Below the 7.4/8.2 discontinuity the $P$-wave velocity cannot be determined in the oceanic region here studied, because of insufficient
observations. There are, however, some indications of a low-velocity layer below this discontinuity, as earthquakes in the Arctic-Atlantic Ocean at distances between 10° and 15° are rarely recorded at Icelandic stations.

The apparent P-wave velocity in northwest Europe (branch c in Fig. 3 and 4) is 8.36 km/sec, which is a rather high value for the upper mantle velocity (Gutenberg 1959 b, Steinhart and Meyer 1961, Båth 1961). If the crustal thickness decreases away from the epicenters, the apparent velocity is higher than the true upper mantle velocity. For 0.5° slope of the Mohorovičić discontinuity the difference between the apparent and the true velocity is some 0.06 km/sec, and this means, that the earth's crust is 10 km thinner at 15° epicentral distance than at 5° distance. Greater slope is not probable in the region concerned, so the true upper mantle P-wave velocity is probably more than 8.30 km/sec, but less than 8.36 km/sec.

Amplitudes of P-waves of the earthquakes here considered have not been studied in order to find a shadow zone at short distances. Gutenberg (1954) found, that in the great Kern County earthquake of 1952, the observed P arrivals at distances between 6° and 16° were delayed compared with observations at shorter distances, in spite of an excellent network of stations equipped with first class seismographs. Similar delay is not observed in our case and according to Lehmann (1954) such a delay has never been observed in Europe.

**DISCUSSION**

The oceanic layer having P-wave velocity about 7.4 km/sec is here found to be more than 100 km thick. At the base of this the velocity increases to some 8.2 km/sec, a value frequently found just below the Mohorovičić discontinuity. The 7.4/8.2 discontinuity may possibly be taken as the Mohorovičić discontinuity (the base of the crust), but its great depth makes the writer prefer a definition such that the 7.4-layer belongs to the mantle.

The structure here classified as oceanic is different from that generally found below the deep oceans (Ewing, Jardetzky and Press 1957, Gutenberg 1959 a; Dorman, Ewing and Oliver 1960), and is apparently related to the Mid-Atlantic Ridge and the Mid-Atlantic Seismic Belt. It probably forms a broad zone of low-velocity upper mantle along the whole Atlantic Ocean. The width of this low-velocity zone cannot be
determined exactly from the present data, but by comparison with refraction measurements at sea (Ewing and Ewing 1959) we obtain a probable width of 1000 km. However, our data do not exclude the possibility, that the upper mantle low-velocity region covers the whole oceanic area between Greenland and Norway.

![Map showing epicenters of the earthquakes selected for the study, indicated by the year of occurrence, and assumed limits of the low-velocity upper mantle (7.4-region). The seismic belt is indicated as given by Tryggvason (1955).](image)

Fig. 6 gives a map of the Arctic-Atlantic Ocean, showing the Mid-Atlantic Seismic Belt through the region (Tryggvason 1955) and the probable limits of the low-velocity zone in the upper mantle, some 1000 km broad. This limit is partly obtained from travel times of P-waves from the earthquakes studied to stations at epicentral distances smaller than 13° by assuming that the waves have travelled inside the 7.4-layer to its border and thereafter with a velocity of 8.3 km/sec. A delay of 3.6 sec is assumed because of the crustal layers. Such computations based on the origin times given in Table 1 give the part of the wave path lying inside the 7.4-region as follows:

- From 71.4°N, 10.1°W to Bergen 450 km
- From 71.0°N, 6.8°W to Kiruna 575 km
- From 71.0°N, 7.2°E to Swedish st. 300 km
- From 65.2°N, 6.8°E to Swedish st. 0 km
The wave path from 71.4°N, 10.1°W and 71.0°N, 6.8°W to Reykjavik and Scoresbysund lie wholly inside the 7.4-region according to these computations. The same is true for the path from 71.0°N, 7.2°E to Isfjord.

Furthermore, the limits of the 7.4-zone in Fig. 6 are based on its probable width of 1000 km and on the assumption that its limits are roughly parallel to the Mid-Atlantic Seismic Belt.

Somewhere near the border of the continental crustal structure off the Norwegian coast, the upper mantle P-wave velocity increases remarkably to 8.3-8.4 km/sec, which is observed in Scandinavia. Our data do not indicate if this change is gradual or abrupt. The P-wave velocity in the upper mantle below northwest Europe probably decreases somewhat with depth, as otherwise the apparent velocity should increase with epicentral distance. The velocity decrease with depth is apparently slight, at least in the top layer of the mantle, as otherwise the amplitudes of the P-waves refracted in this layer should decrease rapidly with increasing distance, which is not observed (Fig. 7).
The thickness of the layers with different wave velocity below the continent and the ocean cannot be determined exactly by using only the present data. Below the "20°-discontinuity" (at some 400 km depth) both regions have apparently the same velocity. However, the amplitudes of the P-waves as recorded at Swedish stations are smaller for waves arriving from west (Central America) than for those arriving from east (Southeast Asia), (Båth, personal communication). If this is caused by the root of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge or by some other reason has not been studied.

The 7.4/8.2 discontinuity found below the Arctic-Atlantic Ocean at some 140 km depth cannot be detected below the continent by using the present observational data. This does not, however, exclude its possible existence there. Hoffman, Berg and Cook (1961) found indications of reflected energy from 190 km depth in western U.S.A., which possibly may be related to the 7.4/8.2 discontinuity. The observed difference between oceanic and continental travel times may be produced by different structure above the 7.4/8.2 discontinuity alone.

The depth of the structural difference below oceans and continents here considered can probably be studied by using travel times and amplitudes of P-waves at greater epicentral distance or at other localities than in the present work. Båth (1947) has studied travel times of earthquake waves for Uppsala and found indication, although not statistically significant, of a slight delay of P-waves from the NW quadrant as compared with other azimuths. This delay is possibly caused by the structural anomalies associated with the Mid-Atlantic Ridge.
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SUMMARY

Travel times of body waves from four earthquakes in the Arctic-Atlantic Ocean are studied. For the oceanic area between Greenland and Norway and north of Iceland, the upper mantle P-wave velocity is 7.4 km/sec to a depth of 140 km, where the velocity increases to 8.2 km/sec. Below this the velocity probably decreases somewhat, but farther down no structural anomaly is observed.

Below northwest Europe the upper mantle has a P-wave velocity of 8.36 km/sec and an S-wave velocity of 4.70 km/sec, which are unusually high values. The velocity decreases somewhat with depth in the top layer of the mantle. At a depth less than 400 km, possibly at 140 km depth, the difference between the oceanic and continental structure has disappeared.
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